PROVISIONAL AGENDA

Subject: 3415th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (Justice and Home Affairs)

Date: 8 and 9 October 2015
Time: 9.30, 10.00
Venue: Luxembourg

A. THURSDAY 8 OCTOBER 2015 (9.30)

HOME AFFAIRS

1. Adoption of the provisional agenda

   Legislative deliberations

2. Approval of the list of 'A' items
   12632/15 PTS A 71

3. Visa policy
   (a) Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the Union Code on visas (recast) (First reading)
   (b) Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a touring visa and amending the Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement and Regulations (EC) No 562/2006 and (EC) No 767/2008 (First reading)
   = Policy debate/Progress report
   12382/15 VISA 314 CODEC 1248 COMIX 435
4. Follow-up on legislative proposals of 9 September 2015\(^1\)
   (a) Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a crisis relocation mechanism and amending Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third country national or a stateless person (First reading)
   11843/15 ASIM 79 CODEC 1167
   + ADD 1
   11845/15 ASIM 81 COWEB 86 CODEC 1171
   + ADD 1
   = Progress report
   12557/15 ASIM 101 COWEB 94 CODEC 1280
   + COR 1

5. Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the use of Passenger Name Record data for the prevention, detection, investigation and prosecution of terrorist offences and serious crime (First reading)
   = Progress report

6. Any other business
   = Information from the Presidency on current legislative proposals

**Non-legislative activities**

7. Approval of the list of ‘A’ items
   12633/15 PTS A 72

8. Council Decision establishing provisional measures in the area of international protection for the benefit of Italy and Greece, adopted on 14 September\(^1\)
   = Implementation report
   12750/15 ASIM 106 COMIX 472

9. The future of the return policy
   = Adoption of conclusions
   12420/15 MIGR 46 COMIX 441
   + COR 1

\(^1\) Exceptionally, in the presence of Associated States
10. The future of the external border management policy
   = General debate
   12616/15 FRONT 208 JAI 713 COMIX 461

11. Counter-terrorism\(^1\)
   (a) Council Conclusions on strengthening the use of means of fighting trafficking of firearms
       = Adoption
       12449/15 COSI 115 ENFOPOL 264 ENFOCUSTOM 96 CYBER 88
         CRIMORG 96
         + COR 1 (it)
   (b) Monitoring of ongoing operations
       12318/15 JAI 686 CFSP/PESC 554 COSI 114 COPS 286 ENFOPOL 260
         COTER 124 SIRIS 64 FRONT 197 CATS 89 EDUC 255
       12551/15 JAI 706 CFSP/PESC 583 COSI 117 COPS 288 ENFOPOL 269
         COTER 126 SIRIS 68 FRONT 207 CATS 94 EDUC 260
   (c) Railway safety: information on recent developments

12. The fight against international organised and serious crime
   (a) Follow-up on the implementation of the European Union's priorities
   (b) Cross-border crime linked to criminal motorcycle gangs
       = Information from Belgium
       12041/15 COSI 107 JAI 662 ENFOPOL 250 CRIMORG 91

   = Implementation report
   10854/15 COSI 94 CATS 74 JAI 559 ENFOPOL 207 ENFOCUSTOM 73
     DAPIX 125 SIRIS 48 GENVAL 25 CORDROGUE 58 DROIPEN 80
     COPEN 198 FREMP 159

14. Any other business
   (a) Valletta Summit, 11-12 November 2015\(^1\)
       = Information from the Presidency
   (b) High-level Conference on the Eastern Mediterranean - Western Balkans Route\(^1\)
       = Information from the Presidency
       12556/15 JAI 708 ASIM 100 RELEX 762 COWEB 93 ELARG 49 MAMA 140

\(^1\) Exceptionally, in the presence of Associated States
In the margins of the Council:

Meeting of the MIXED COMMITTEE (THURSDAY 8 OCTOBER 2015 – 9.30)

1. The future of the external border management policy
   = General debate
   12616/15 FRONT 208 JAI 713 COMIX 461

2. The future of the return policy
   (a) Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council
       concerning an EU Action Plan on return
       11846/15 MIGR 41 COMIX 389
   (b) Commission Recommendation establishing a common 'Return Handbook' to be used by
       Member States' competent authorities when carrying out return related tasks
       11847/15 MIGR 42 COMIX 390
       + ADD 1
   (c) Draft Council conclusions
       12420/15 MIGR 46 COMIX 441
       + COR 1
   = Presentation of the Commission proposals and general discussion

3. Visa policy
   (a) Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
       Union Code on visas (recast) (First reading)
   (b) Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a
       touring visa and amending the Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement and
       Regulations (EC) No 562/2006 and (EC) No 767/2008 (First reading)
   = Policy debate/Progress report
       12382/15 VISA 314 CODEC 1248 COMIX 435

4. Any other business
B. FRIDAY 9 OCTOBER 2015 (10.00)

JUSTICE

Legislative deliberations

15. Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and the free movement of such data (First reading)
   = General approach (*)
     12555/15 DATAPROTECT 154 JAI 707 DAPIX 163 FREMP 202 COMIX 456 CODEC 1279

16. Proposal for a Council Regulation on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor's Office
   = Partial general approach
     12621/15 EPPO 37 EUROJUST 168 CATS 98 FIN 660 COPEN 256 GAF 39

17. Any other business
   (a) Information from the Presidency on current legislative proposals
   = Information from the Commission

Non-legislative activities

18. Consequences of the Maximilian Schrems v. Data Protection Commissioner judgement of 6 October 2015 (C-362/14)
   = Information from the Commission

19. Accession of the Union to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
   = Progress report
     12528/15 JAI 702 FREMP 199

(*) When adopting a general approach after the European Parliament has adopted its position at first reading, the Council is not acting within the meaning of Article 294(4) and (5) TFEU.
20. Migration crisis: aspects of judicial cooperation and the fight against xenophobia
   = General debate
   12372/15 JAI 692 CATS 91 ASIM 94 COPEN 248 FREMP 191 JAIEX 71

21. Implications of the Taricco judgement of 8 September 2015 (C-105/14) for ongoing files
   = General debate
   12549/15 DROIPEN 109 CATS 93 JAI 704 GAP 38 FIN 659 CADREFIN 59
   CODEC 1276

22. Any other business

   o

   o

   o

In the margins of the Council:

Meeting of the MIXED COMMITTEE (FRIDAY 9 OCTOBER 2015 – 10.00)

- Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of
  individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the
  purposes of prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the
  execution of criminal penalties, and the free movement of such data (First reading)
  = State of play and general discussion
  12555/15 DATAPROTECT 154 JAI 707 DAPIX 163 FREMP 202 COMIX 456
  CODEC 1279